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Multiplying and Dividing Fractions focuses on instruction in the fraction basics, 
multiplying and dividing fractions and mixed numbers, fractions and decimals, and 
percents/probability/ratios. The book is arranged in a systematic way with each 
lesson focusing on one new skill or concept that builds on those learned previously. 
Lesson introduction pages are designed as teacher-guided introductions of the 
lesson’s concepts and skills. They include the standards, vocabulary, examples, 
real-world connections, and enrichment activities associated with the lesson. 
Student practice pages feature exercises that allow students to practice and apply 
the concepts learned.

¸ Unit assessments are presented in standardized test format.

¸ Includes a fraction learning station activity, daily math review problems, 
      glossary, and answer key.

¸   Downloadable versions of the Lesson Introduction pages are available 
      for use with whiteboards, projection devices, and individual computers.

¸ Correlated to Common Core State, National, and Provincial standards.
       Visit www.carsondellosa.com for correlations.
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Introduction to the Teacher

 Fractions are an integral part of performing higher math skills. What is learned at one grade 
level is built upon at the next grade level. The Common Core State Standards for Mathematics 
suggests part of the instructional time for grades five through seven should focus on fractions. In 
the eighth grade, students should be able to apply previous understanding of fractions to solve 
problems involving mathematical expressions and equations and statistics and probability. 

Multiplying and Dividing Fractions targets the basic concepts needed to build a solid foun-
dation for understanding and performing fractional skills involving higher math. The structure of 
the content and presentation of concepts and skills in this book supports the Common Core State 
Standards for Mathematics.

This book is divided into five units. The units cover fractional concepts and the basic opera-
tions of multiplying and dividing fractions and mixed numbers. Using fractions with percents, prob-
ability, and ratios is also covered. Units are divided into several lessons. Each lesson covers one 
concept. The format of this book is designed to facilitate lesson planning.

• Lesson Introduction is designed as a teacher-guided introduction of the lesson’s concepts 
and skills. Each page includes the lesson objective, vocabulary and definitions, overview 
of skills and concepts to be taught, example problems with clear and concise explanations, 
sample problems to try with the students, and a real-world connection for the skill. 

• Practice is a set of exercises involving concepts and skills presented in the Lesson Intro-
duction.

• Assessment is an evaluation of what the student has learned in each Unit. Each assess-
ment is presented in standardized-test format. 

• Learning Stations Activity is a set of activities that allow students to apply the concepts 
they have learned about fractions.

• Glossary of Terms is an organized list of the vocabulary presented in the book. 

• Daily Math Review are sets of problems that can be used to review concepts and skills 
involving fractions.   

Multiplying and Dividing Fractions offers teachers a wide variety of instructional options to 
meet the diverse learning styles of middle-school students. The book can be used to introduce, 
review, or reinforce fractional skills and concepts needed by students in grades 5–8. The lessons 
can be used for whole-group or small-group instruction, independent practice, or homework. It can
be used to supplement or enhance the regular classroom curriculum or with Title I instruction.

Downloadable versions of the Lesson Introduction pages can be found at www.carsondellosa.
com. Search for product number CD-404184. On the Multiplying and Dividing Fractions product 
page, click on the Samples or Downloads tab. Click on the file and download the pages for free. 
These can be easily used with a classroom whiteboard, projection device, or computer.

Introduction to the Teacher
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The Meaning of Fractions

Lesson Introduction: The Meaning of Fractions

Common Core State Standard Objective
 • Fifth Grade: 5.NF.3-7  • Read and write proper fractions, mixed numbers, 
 • Sixth Grade: 6.NS.1, 6.NS.4   and improper fractions in standard and
 • Seventh Grade: 7.NS.1   word form. 
 • Eighth Grade: 8.NS.1 
 

Vocabulary
 denominator, fraction, fraction bar, improper fractions, mixed number, numerator, proper 
fraction, standard form, whole number, word form 

Overview
 There are three types of fractions: proper fractions, improper fractions, and mixed numbers. 
 A proper fraction expresses a whole divided into any number of equal parts. It is a number 
usually expressed in the form a /b. The bottom number of a fraction is the denominator. It tells you 
how many equal parts the whole is divided into. The top number of the fraction is the numerator. It 
tells how many equal parts of the whole you have. The numerator is less than the denominator in 
a proper fraction. A fraction bar is a line separating the numerator and denominator of a fraction 
and stands for division. 
 An improper fraction is a fraction in which the numerator is greater than or equal to the 
denominator. 
 A mixed number is a whole number and a fraction. A whole number is a counting number. 
 A fraction can be written in standard form or word form. A fraction written in standard form 
is written as a number. A fraction written in word form is written as words. 

Three types of Fractions 

Proper Fraction  Improper Fraction       Mixed Number 
                                                   

                             
Problems to Try  

 a. Write the standard form  b. Write the word form of AoA.   c.  Write a mixed number for   
 of four-sixths.            the picture.

Answer:  $h                            Answer:  eleven-ninths      

Answer: 1 #f
                                                                                                
Real-World Connection
 A pizza cook has to be able to read and understand fractions. Example: A customer’s order 
might read “large pizza, 1/2 pepperoni, 2/5 mushrooms and 1/10 bacon.”

                                                   Examples
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Name:  Date: 

Practice: The Meaning of Fractions

  1. Write a fraction for     2. Write a mixed number    3.  Write an improper 
 the picture.    for the picture.     fraction for the picture.

  4.  Write the word form of 4 @d. 

  5.  Write the word form of %h. 

  6.  Write the word form of ^f. 

  7.  Write the word form of 1 aE;. 

  8.  Write the word form of @s. 

  9.  Write the standard form of ten and one-sixth.     

10.  Write the standard form of one-fourth.    

11.  Write the standard form of twelve and two-thirds.     

12.  Write the standard form of nine-ninths.       

13.  Write the standard form of three-fourths.          

14.  Write the standard form of five-thirds.     

15.  Write the standard form of six-fifths. 

The Meaning of Fractions
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Lesson Introduction: Simplifying Fractions

Common Core State Standard Objective
• Fifth Grade: 5.NF.3-7  • Write fractions in lowest terms.
• Sixth Grade: 6.NS.1, 6.NS.4  • Find the factors of numbers.
• Seventh Grade: 7.NS.1   • Find the greatest common factor of two 
• Eighth Grade: 8.NS.1   numbers. 

Vocabulary
 common factor, equivalent, factors, greatest common factor, simplest form, simplify

Overview
 Every number has factors. The factors of a number divide that number evenly. The factors 
of 18 are 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, and 18.

A number that is a factor of two or more numbers is a common factor of those num-
bers.  The largest common factor of two or more numbers is called the greatest common factor 
(GCF).

A fraction is in its simplest form if 1 is the only number that will divide both the numerator 
and the denominator. If a fraction is not in simplest form, you can reduce it. Simplify means to 
reduce a fraction to the lowest equivalent, or equal fraction. To simplify a fraction, divide both the 
numerator and the denominator by the greatest common factor. Then, rewrite the fraction.

Finding Greatest Common Factor (GCF)
  

   What is the greatest common factor of 8 and 12?                             
    factors of 8: 1, 2, 4, and 8
    factors of 12: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 12  
    The greatest common factor of 8 and 12 is 4.                           

Simplifying Fractions

   Divide both the numerator          Greatest common factor
   and the denominator by the   of 18 and 42 is 6.

 greatest common factor.
                                                         
                                                    
Problems to Try

  a.  What is the greatest common factor of 36 and 48?  Answer: 12

  b.  Simplify aEg.   Answer:  !g  

Real-World Connection
 You use fractions every time you look at a clock. The expression “half past the hour” in-

cludes a fraction (!s).

   What
    factors
    factors
    The

Example

   Divide
   andExample

   
the    Qr Iw  =    #j

÷ 6

÷ 6

Simplifying Fractions
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Practice: Simplifying Fractions

  1.  List the factors of 24. 

  2.  List the factors of 8. 

  3.   List the factors of 18. 
 
  
  4.  List the factors of 48. 

  5.  List the factors of 75. 

  6.  What is the greatest common factor of 14 and 28? 

  7.   What is the greatest common factor of 18 and 30? 
 

  8.   What is the greatest common factor of 24 and 40? 
  

For problems 9–16, simplify the fraction.
 

  9. ^k  =       13. aIs  =  
   

10. aOg  =       14.  Qw Wr =  

11.  Qe Tt =       15. Qe Rt   =  

12.  Qq Wi =       16. Qe Ry   =  

Simplifying Fractions
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1

Converting Mixed Numbers and Improper Fractions

Lesson Introduction: Converting Mixed Numbers and 
Improper Fractions 

Common Core State Standard Objective
 • Fifth Grade: 5.NF.3-7  • Convert mixed numbers to improper fractions. 
 • Sixth Grade: 6.NS.1, 6.NS.4  • Convert improper fractions to mixed numbers.
 • Seventh Grade: 7.NS.1
 • Eighth Grade: 8.NS.1

Vocabulary
 convert, denominator, improper fraction, mixed numbers, numerator, whole number

Overview
 A mixed number is a whole number and a fraction. A whole number is a counting number. 
An improper fraction is a fraction in which the numerator is greater than the denominator. The 
numerator of a fraction is the top number, and the denominator is the bottom number. It is easy 
to convert or change a mixed number to an improper fraction or to change improper fractions to 
mixed numbers. 

Converting Mixed Numbers to Improper Fractions

 

Converting Improper Fractions to Mixed Numbers

The quotient becomes the     The remainder becomes
whole number.      the numerator.

The improper fraction #s  =     2   3        2   3       =  1 !s      The divisor becomes
2  the denominator.
1

Problems to Try

 a. Write an improper fraction for 2 %j.    Answer:  AuL
b. Write a mixed number for AtK.    Answer:  3 #g    

Real-World Connection
 Aerospace engineers use fractions when drawing the blueprints used to build aircraft.

Example

Example

Converting Improper Fractions to Mixed Numbers

2     !f  =  (fx

= 8 +

Add the numerator 
to the product. The sum is the new

numerator in the
improper fraction.Multiply the 

whole number 
by the denominator. Keep the denominator 

the same.
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Name:  Date: 

Converting Mixed Numbers and Improper Fractions

Practice: Converting Mixed Numbers and Improper Fractions

Directions: Convert the mixed numbers to Directions: Convert the improper fractions to
improper fractions. Simplify the answers.  mixed or whole numbers. Simplify the answers.

  1.  7 $g =          9. Ae: =  
  

  2.  1 *l =        10. $s =  
   

  3. 10 $g  =        11. #d =  
   

  4. 1 aU;  =        12. FuD =  
    

  5. 6 @d =        13. SrL =  
     

  6. 3 jT;  =        14. SeD =  

  7. 9 %h  =        15. Qq Ee =  
  

  8. 4 #k =        16.  Qq Op =  

Apply

17.  Janice bought 4 #f pounds of ground beef to make hamburgers for a back-

yard barbeque. Write this as an improper number. 

18. Explain how to convert 4 #f to an improper fraction. 
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Unit Assessment: Fraction Basics

Directions: Fill in the bubble next to the correct answer for each multiple choice question.
 

  1. What fraction of the circle is shaded?

 a. !h

 b. %h

 c. $h      

 d. @h   

  2.   What is the improper fraction for the
 model?

 a.   AtJ

 b.   AyJ

 c. 2 aOh

 d. 2 %h                        

  3.   What is the mixed number for the model?

 a. 1 !d

 b. 2 !f

 c. 2 !d

 d. 2 @d                       

  4. What is the word form of 5 $h?

  a. four-fifths

  b. five and six-fourths

  c. four-sixths and five

  d. five and four-sixths

  5.   What is the standard form of thirteen and 
three-fourths?

  a. 13 !s

  b. 13 @f

  c. 13 #f

  d. 14 !f

  6. Which is the complete list of factors for
 12?

  a. 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 12

  b. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 12

  c. 2, 3, 4, 6, and 12

  d. 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6

Unit Assessment: Fraction Basics
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Name:  Date: 

Unit Assessment: Fraction Basics

  7.   What is the greatest common factor for
 14 and 21?

 a.   2

 b.   3

 c.   7                  

 d.   14

  8.   Simplify aYs.

 a.   !f

 b.   !d

 c.   !s              

 d.   1                            

  9.   Simplify 6  Qq Wi .

 a. 6 @d

 b. 6 #f

 c. 6 !f

 d. 7 !d

10.   Convert 5 @d to an improper fraction.

  a.   @d

  b.   Ae:

  c.   AeD        

  d. AeJ                   

11.   How is AyF written as a mixed number?

  a.  2 #f

  b.  2 !s

  c.  2 !f        

  d.  2 !d
  
                          

12.   Simplify ̂h.

  a. !s

  b. 1

  c. 1 !s           

  d. 2                          

Unit Assessment: Fraction Basics (cont.)
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Multiplying a Fraction by a Fraction

Lesson Introduction: Multiplying a Fraction by a Fraction

Common Core State Standard Objective
 • Fifth Grade: 5.NF.3, 5.NF.4, 5.NF.6  • Multiply a fraction by a fraction.
 • Sixth Grade: 6.NS.1   • Simplify the product of two fractions to
 • Seventh Grade: 7.NS.2, 7.NS.3   lowest terms.
 • Eighth Grade: 8.NS.1 

Vocabulary 
 denominators, fraction, numerators, simplify

Overview 
 A fraction expresses a whole divided into any number of equal parts. It is a number usually 
expressed in the form a /b. To multiply fractions, first multiply the numerators, or the top numbers. 
Then multiply the denominators, or the bottom numbers. If possible, simplify the answer. Simplify
means to rewrite the answer in its lowest terms.

Multiplying a Fraction by a Fraction

 Multiply the numerators.                       

#f  
x

  @d  
=

   

3 x 2
   
=

  aYs  
=

  !s4 x 3

Multiply the denominators.      

Problems to Try

a. !d  x  !s  =                                   b. @f  x  @d  x  !s  =    

Answer:  !h       Answer:  sRf = !h
                              

Real-World Connection

 The gas gauge in a car is based on fractions. If the gas tank 

on a car holds 20 gallons of gas, and the gauge indicates !f tank, 

you have 5 gallons of gas. 

Example If possible,
simplify the
answer.
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Answer Keys

Answer Keys

Meaning of Fractions (p. 4)

  1. #f   2.  2 #f   3. $f
  4.  four and two-thirds   5.  five-sixths  
  6.  six-fourths    7.  one and three-tenths

  8.  two-halves     9.  10 !h   

10.    !f 11.  12 @d   12. (l 13.    #f 

14.    %d 15. ^g  
Simplifying Fractions (p. 6)
  1.  1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, and 24  
  2.  1, 2, 4, and 8

3.  1, 2, 3, 6, 9, and 18  
  4.  1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 24, and 48  
  5.  1, 3, 5, 15, 25, and 75  

  6.  14   7.  6   8.  8   9.    #f 

10. #g 11. #j 12. @d 13.    @d

14. !s 15.  @g 16.   aUk
Converting Mixed Numbers and Improper 
Fractions (p. 8)

  1. DtL   2. AoJ   3. GtF   4. Qq Up

  5. Se:   6. SuApG   7. GyL   8. DiG

  9.  3 !d 10.  2 11.  1 12. 6 !j

13.  7 !f 14.  7 @d 15.  1 16.  1 aO;    

17. ArL
18.  Multiply the whole number times the de-

nominator and add the numerator. This is 
the new numerator over the same denomi-
nator.  

Unit Assessment: Fraction Basics (p. 9–11)
  1.  c   2.  b   3.  b   4.  d 
  5.  c   6.  b   7.  c   8.  c 
  9.  a   10.  d 11.  d   12.  b

Multiplying a Fraction by a Fraction (p. 12)

  1. Er Ti   2. @g   3. dOs   4.  gO;

  5. Wr Qp   6. aU;   7. Qe Tw   8. sIg

  9. jTs 10. @g 11. sUg 12.  @d

13. !f 14.  Wt Qp 15. aEh 16. aIg

17. $l cup    18.  Multiply @d by @d.

Multiplying Fractions and Whole Numbers
(p. 14)

  1.  1    2.  11 !s     3.  !s 

  4.  10 @d    5.  5 @d     6.  4 !s  

  7.  10 !s     8.   !s    9.  11 @g 

10.  9 !h  11.  7 #f  12.  1 !s 

13.  5    14.  12 !f  15.  6 aE;  

16. 28    17.  3 !d bushels  

18.  Multiply Aq: by !d. Change the improper 

fraction Ae: to 3 !d by dividing 10 by 3 and 
putting the remainder over the divisor.

Multiplying Mixed Numbers (p. 16)

  1.  12 !s     2. 15    3.  3 *l  

  4.  3 #g    5.  6    6.  7 &k 

  7.  3  Qq Qi      8.  9    9.  20   

10.  12 #k  11.  12 !f   12.  11 !f

13.  12 !s  14.  16 @d  15.  4  

16.  4 !k  17.  4 !g miles  
18.  First, change both mixed numbers to im-

proper fractions. Then, multiply the nu-
merators and denominators. Change the 
improper fraction to a mixed number by 
dividing. Simplify the answer. 

Multiplying Fractions and Mixed Numbers: 
A Shortcut (p. 18)

  1. aE;   2. @l   3.  3   4. aUg 

  5. $g   6.  #f   7.  Qq Rt   8. sOk




